
A mostly automated (all mistakes are mine) English translation of:

Wind tunnel measurements of profiles for the 2m RES class

1 Introduction

For several years the aeromodelling competition class RES is becoming 
increasingly popular in Germany. Models with a maximum of two meter wingspan 
and the control functions elevator, rudder and spoiler are approved. In 
competition, the models are to be  launched with a rubber rope. The Flight task 
consists of a flight time of six minutes followed by target landing. As building 
materials  fiber composites with the exception of spar and tail boom are excluded.
For further details, reference is made to the frame invitation of the German Aero 
Club (DAEC) .

Almost exclusively covered wings in rib construction, either with planked D-box or 
in tubular spar construction, are used. The lightest models weigh less than 400 g 
and are suitable for adaptation to the wind conditions using ballast. The aim of the
present investigations  was to evaluate the performance of different airfoils under 
the influence of contour inaccuracies given by the construction methods. given To 
measure contour inaccuracies  in the wind tunnel. Two-dimensional calculation 
methods as XFOIL  fail in predicting lift and drag of the three-dimensional curved 
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covering. In addition, waves and other surface defects by the inaccuracy of the 
timber. Thus wind tunnel tests are essential to find the optimal profile. Eight wind 
tunnel models built with identical construction methods as RES model wings 
(commercial and private constructions) were examined.

2. Wind Tunnel

The measurements were performed in the model wind tunnel of the Institute of 
Aerodynamics and Gas Dynamics of the University of Stuttgart. This wind tunnel 
covers the Reynolds number range relevant for the RES class with a low degree of
turbulence of the flow. The lift measurement is carried out mechanically by a load 
cell, while the drag measurement is carried out on the integration of the dynamic 
pressure in the wake. The trailing rake moves spanwise over a certain distance 
automatically with each measurement. By averaging the drag on this line the 
influence of spanwise variations is taken into account. At the time of the 
measurements, the torque balance of the wind tunnel was not operational, 
therefore no moment coefficients were recorded.

3. Wind tunnel models

To simulate the construction methods of the currently flown RES models builders 
of eligible models were requested to build a wind tunnel model in the construction
method of the corresponding RES model. The wind tunnel models have a span of 
361 mm.

Profile Reference Model Builder of wind tunnel model

AG35 Baba-Jaga Ruben Bühler

AG35 Pures V2 Josef Gergetz

BC70 Baba-Competition Ruben Bühler

S3021 no LE sheeting SimplyRES Hans Baier

S3021 no LE sheeting/tissue SimplyRES Hans Baier

S4083 no LE sheeting SimplyRES mod. Rainer Fornhoff

S7012 no LE sheeting RESolution Heinrich Meiers

WSM825 Friendlito Joachim Schuster
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AG35

The AG34-AG38 profiles were developed by Mark Drela specifically for RES models
in partially planked rib construction without  sag of the covering. The profiles are 
designed for easy building with a straight  lower side from 30% depth on. The top 
side is formed by a polygon so that the covering extends over open fields only on 
planar surfaces. The angle of attack is defined relative to the profile chord for all 
AG35 variants in contrary to the original coordinates.

Profile AG35

chord of the wind tunnel model 161 mm

Number of ribs 7

Chordwise extension planking top 45%

Chordwise extension planking bottom 30%

Trailing edge 1.5 mm balsa on the upper side of the ribs

Thickness of the trailing edge 0.9 mm

Special feature On the upper side auxiliary web at 65%
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AG35 unsheeted

The simplicity of the open rib construction permits to build wings with little effort. 
The torsional stiffness is ensured in this case by a tubular spar. Is in the RES scene
here especially the AG35 is used often.

Profile AG35

chord of the wind tunnel model 160 mm

Number of ribs 10 + 9 half-ribs

Chordwise extension planking top -

Chordwise extension planking bottom -

Trailing edge 1mm Balsa placed under ribs

Thickness of the trailing edge 0.8 mm

Special feature Diameter of the leading edge 2.4 mm
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BC70

The profiles BC 70, BC50, BC 30 were developed by Jonas Illg and Ruben Bühler to 
achieve better flight performance than with a AG3X-profiles at RES. The profiles 
use the polygon philosophy of AG3X series are, however, concave on the bottom.
Due to the small curvature on the underside however, sag of the covering is 
relatively small. The profile coordinates are published in the notes.

Profile BC70

chord of the wind tunnel model 161 mm

Number of ribs 7

chordwise extension planking top 45%

chordwise extension planking bottom 30%

Trailing edge 1.5mm balsa on the upper side of the rib

Thickness of the trailing edge 0,9 mm

Special feature Upper side auxiliary web at 65%
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S3021 unsheeted

The S3012 of M. Selig is used by Hans Baier for his SimplyRES.

Profile S3021

chord of the wind tunnel model 145 mm

Number of ribs 11

chordwise extension planking top -

chordwise extension planking bottom -

Trailing edge Wedge TE 16 mm depth

Thickness of the trailing edge 0.7 mm

Special feature LE outer diameter 3 mm
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S3021 unsheeted / fabric

Using the example of the S3012, the influence of fabric covering on the profile 
performance was examined.

Profile S3021

chord of the wind tunnel model 145 mm

Number of ribs 11

chordwise extension planking top -

chordwise extension  planking bottom -

Trailing edge Wedge TE 16 mm depth

Thickness of the trailing edge 0.7 mm

Special feature LE diameter 3 mm, non-woven fabric
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S4083 unsheeted

The S4083 was designed by Michael Selig. At Javelin DLG times it was very 
popular in the class
F3K. This suggests it also for the RES-class use.

Profile S4083

chord of the wind tunnel model 160 mm

Number of ribs 11

chordwise extension  planking top -

chordwise extension  planking bottom -

Trailing edge Planking underside 25 mm

Thickness of the trailing edge 0.8 mm

Special feature LE diameter 2 mm
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S7012 unsheeted

The S7012 is also designed by Michael Selig.

Profile S7012

chord of the wind tunnel model 160 mm

Number of ribs 10 + 9 half ribs

chordwise extension  planking top -

chordwise extension  planking bottom -

Trailing edge Planking underside

Thickness of the trailing edge 0.75 mm

Special feature Nose diameter 2 mm
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WSM825

The WSI925, WSM825, WSA828 airfoils were designed by Walter Sickinger for the 
RES-class.

Profile WSM825

chord of the wind tunnel model 160 mm

Number of ribs 6

chordwise extension  planking top 62mm

chordwise extension  planking bottom 62mm

Trailing edge Planked top and bottom sides

Thickness of the trailing edge 2 mm

Special feature -
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4. Polars

The presentation of the measurement results is carried out as the usual 
dimensionless lift and drag polars. The coefficients C_l and C_d and the Reynolds 
number are normalized with the dimensions of the respective wind tunnel models 
and the actual flow conditions. The Reynolds number is given in the legend in an 
abbreviated form (60k corresponds to Re = 60000). All profiles were measured at 
Reynolds numbers of 60,000, 80,000, 100,000 and 150,000th, for selected profile 
measurements at a Reynolds number of 200,000 were additionally performed. 
This Reynolds number range covers the entire range in the RES class slow circling 
at the outer wing to  fast gliding against the wind and the high start. The angle of 
attack α of the profile chord is given in degrees.
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AG35 unsheeted
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S3021 unsheeted

S3021 unsheeted, non-woven fabric
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S4083 unsheeted

S7021 unsheeted
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WSM825
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5. Turbulators

The polar of the AG35 and 70 BC show that here turbulators can be useful to 
reduce drag caused by laminar separation bubbles. The laminar separation 
bubbles are particularly evident in the polar in the Reynolds number range 60,000
to 100,000 at lift coefficients of 0.5 to 0.95. Using the example of BC70, various 
turbulator thicknesses and positions were tested in an iterative process and . Here
the most promising position is presented. It was a simple tape turbulator at 12.5%
chord with 0.14% thickness based on the chord and 2 mm width used.

By means of the turbulator the additional drag of the laminar separation bubble in
the C_l range between 0.5 and 0.9  was reduced effectively. Since it was expected
that the turbulator could increase drag in fast gliding by shorter laminar flow 
distance and additional form drag, a control measurement at Re = 150000 and C_l
=0.17 was performed. Without turbulator a C_d of 0.0095 was measured. With 
turbulator the C_d was 0.0094. Thus, the measured Drag with turbulator was 
about the same as  without. The measurements suggest that with a well-
positioned turbulator has no disadvantages while gliding. Flight tests could 
confirm this in the context of limited accuracy. One possible explanation for the 
lack of adverse effects of the turbulator is a small laminar separation bubble on 
the rearmost polygon on the top which is reduced to compensates form drag of 
the turbulator. The similarity of the profile upper sides suggests that even with the
AG-profile series advantages can be achieved by turbulators, even if this has not 
been investigated in a wind tunnel.
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6. Interpretation

Comparison between partially sheeted and unsheeted rib construction

Using the example of AG35 due to the measurements carried out a comparison of 
the performance of both construction methods is drawn. The polar of the AG35 in 
partially sheeted construction shows clear separation bubbles in the Reynolds 
number range between 60000 and 100000  at lift coefficients between 0.5 to 
0.95, leading to increased drag. In unsheeted rib construction separation bubbles 
are barely present due to the leading edge acting as a turbulator. which improves 
the flight performance in this range of conditions. However, the drag coefficients 
for lift coefficients above 0.8 are significantly worse as well as maximum lift, so 
here with open rib construction  disadvantages in high start are expected. The 
lower laminar bucket corner is shifted towards higher lift coefficients without 
sheeting . The minimum drag coefficient is, however, hardly affected, since at the 
corresponding angle of attack no suction peak on the small LE radius arises, which
would lead to premature laminar-turbulent transition. An improvement by the use 
of turbulators is not expected in unsheeted construction.

Comparison between covering with nonwoven fabric and film covering

The S3021 was built twice by Hans Beyer in unsheeted rib construction. One Wind
tunnel model was film covered, the other covered with fleece.  For the film-
covered S3021, separation bubbles are clearly visible in the polar by increased 
drag in C_l range of 0.5-0.7. These are merely noticeable in the nonwoven fabric 
covered version At Reynolds numbers of 60000 and 80000  the drag coefficients 
of both measurements are similar. For larger Reynolds numbers, the fleece-
covered model loses increasingly Performance, the drag coefficients are barely 
lower compared with measurements at smaller Reynolds numbers. Although the 
rough surface of the fleece promotes the laminar-turbulent transition, which 
avoids separation bubbles, but the high roughness of the surface leads to 
significantly increased drag. The maximum lift decreases due to the highly 
stressed boundary layer. At Reynolds numbers of 60,000 and less, as they occur 
on free-flight models, the use of nonwoven fabric is justified. The measurements 
show that for the RES class distinct disadvantages are to be expected.

Influence of covering profile changes

There were significant variations in the drag coefficient observed along the span. 
Depending on the angle of attack and Reynolds number there were two different 
effects observed. First, a turbulator effect by the end of the top sheeting that 
reduces the size of the laminar separation bubble and thus the drag is reduced. 
Second, an increase in the separation bubble by the increased pressure rise in the
field of sag, associated with significant increase in drag. The observations are 
supported by measurements of the transition position with a stethoscope. Both 
effects are expected to be most pronounced in the middle of a rib field. A 
hysteresis in the form of different flow states, depending on whether an angle of 
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attack was approached from above or below, was partially observed. Due to the 
strong dependence of angle of attack and Reynolds number, it is not possible to 
make general statements. However, the abrupt change between flow states 
creates a negative impact on the model handling.
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7. Individual comments on the profiles

AG35

The AG35 shows good performances in all flight modes. It is therefore hardly 
surprising, that the AG35 has become a class standard profile. A turbulator can 
help to reduce laminar separation bubble and even the best glide and the slow 
gliding obtain some performance gain.

AG35 unsheeted

In an open design, the AG35 is efficient in flight conditions Min sink, in slow gliding
in the fast gliding. However, while circling and during the high start disadvantages
compared to planked built wing are expected. If the simple construction is 
considered, this profile seems to be an acceptable compromise.

BC70

The performance of the BC70 is  exceeded only marginally in some points by 
other airfoils. It offers excellent results over the whole range of conditions . Fast 
gliding particularly stands out. There is always less drag than the AG35. With a 
turbulator  additional drag due to  the separation bubble can be effectively 
reduced .

S3021 unsheeted

The S3021 works well at slow speeds, but loses performance at higher speeds 
Significant drag at high start and narrow circle flight can be expected.

S3021 unsheeted, unwoven fabric covered

The differences between film and non-woven fabric were discussed in detail in 
paragraph "comparison between Covering with fabric and film”.

S4083 unsheeted

The S4083 in open  rib construction shows very good performance in high start 
and in circling, but also minimum sink. Only in fast gliding there are considerable 
disadvantages against other profiles . A very good profile for a floater.

S7021 unsheeted

The S7021 in  unsheeted design is versatile, only during the high-start and while 
circling disadvantages are expected.

WSM825

Compared to the AG35, WSM825 is superior at high lift coefficients. However, it 
loses performance in the high start altitude and faster glide.
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Appendix

Copyright notice

In the following  the coordinates of the airfoil of Jonas Illg and Ruben Bühler for
Baba-Competition (BC70, BC50, BC30) and the airfoil of Walter Sickinger WSI925,
WSM825, WSA828 are listed. These profiles may only be used for personal use
. Any commercial use requires the written permission of the respective author (s).

Please see the original German document for the airfoil coordinates:
http://www.uni-stuttgart.de/akamodell/Windkanal_RES.pdf
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